Recent advances in radiotherapy treatment planning.
Radiation treatment planning is currently in a state of rapid change. Dissatisfaction with past planning technology stems from the growing realization that: (1) Increases in the local regional tumor control rate will increase the cure rate in many malignancies. (2) Even at the best treatment centers geometric tumor misses are commonplace. (3) Traditional constraints on treatment techniques, originally imposed for simplicity and reproducibility, are no longer necessary, and can result in suboptimal treatment. (4) Treatment plans judged "optimal" in two dimensions may be far from optimal when viewed over the entire treatment volume. (5) Lack of treatment reproducibility is also commonplace, and can be demonstrated to adversely affect treatment outcome. On the positive side, recent developments in computer graphics, image processing, radiation physics, and radiation biology are now making it possible to define, design, and deliver sophisticated 3D radiation treatments. However, because many of these technologies are being developed for other disciplines, their applicability to radiation therapy treatment planning is not widely appreciated. We outline the current status and new developments in radiation therapy treatment planning.